ABSTRACT In this paper, we investigate the frequency hit avoidance problem in distributed frequency hopping multiple access (FHMA) networks, in which each user intends to avoid the frequency hit with others by choosing the appropriate frequency set and frequency hopping sequence. First, we define the network hit degree as the metric for the hits, and formulate the frequency hit avoidance problem as an optimization problem of the network hit degree. Second, we formulate a non-cooperative game model to solve this optimization problem, and prove the game is an exact potential game, which illustrates that the Nash equilibria (NE) point of the game is the optimal solution of the optimization problem. Finally, we propose a fragment-based distributed hit avoidance (FDHA) learning algorithm and prove that the learning algorithm can converge to the NE point. The simulation results show that the proposed algorithm can converge to the optimal solution rapidly such that the FHMA network is hit-free.
I. INTRODUCTION
Frequency hopping (FH) communications are widely applied in both military and civilian use [1] - [3] . Due to the utilization of frequency diversity, the spectral efficiency of FH communication is very low. To improve the spectral efficiency, multiple users are permitted to use the same frequency set, which is referred to as frequency hopping multiple access (FHMA) [4] , [5] . Since FH is mainly employed to resist the jamming and a centre-based manner is prone to attack, distributed FHMA networks are much common. However, when more than one user in distributed FHMA networks simultaneously hop to the same frequency, a frequency hit will occur, which leads to the increased error rate or communication failure [6] . In this paper, we focus on the frequency hit avoidance problem in distributed FHMA networks.
Many of the previous works on the hit avoidance of FHMA networks concentrated on bandwidth-efficient modulation, such as high-dimensional modulation [7] - [9] , messagedriven FH methods [10] , [11] and M-ary orthogonal Walsh sequence keying modulation [12] . These works attempted to decrease the hit probability by increasing the number of frequency-hop slots for a given RF bandwidth. On a different note, families of FH sequences with good correlations were designed to mitigate the interferences caused by the hits of frequencies [13] - [15] . However, these methods cannot avoid the hits between users and hit probability increases rapidly as the FHMA network becomes dense. In [16] , a bandwidthefficient hit-free FH scheme based on OFDM framework was proposed, in which each user was assigned to specific subcarriers. However, the subcarriers are pre-assigned to users prior to communication, which makes the scheme difficult to apply in distributed networks where there are no central controllers. Thus, it is important to investigate the hit avoidance problem in distributed FHMA networks.
To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to employ the game theory to study the hit avoidance problem in the FHMA networks. In this paper, we consider a distributed FHMA network in which the number of users is not greater than that of frequencies. To measure the level of the hit, we first define network hit degree as the hit metric. The hit avoidance problem is then formulated as an optimization problem of the network hit degree. A non-cooperative game model is formulated to solve the optimization problem. Through a distributed learning algorithm, all users converge to the NE point of the game such that the FHMA network is hit-free.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• The frequency hit avoidance problem is formulated in the distributed FHMA network. The network hit degree is defined to describe the hit level among multiple users, and the frequency hit avoidance problem is modeled as the optimization problem of network hit degree.
• A non-cooperative game model is formulated to solve the optimization problem of the network hit degree. The game is proved to be an exact potential game, which illustrates that the NE point of the game is the optimal solution of the optimization problem. By selecting a FH sequence from a proposed FH sequence matrix, no user has frequency hits with others when the NE is reached.
• A fragment-based distributed hit avoidance learning algorithm is proposed to reach the NE of the game, and the convergence of the learning algorithm is proved. Using a parallel learning, the proposed algorithm can converge to the NE point rapidly even in the dense network. Note that game-based approaches are extensively studied to mitigate the interference among multiple non-cooperative users, such as distributed interference mitigation [17] , multiple user access [18] and multiuser sequential channel sensing [19] . Compared with the existing works, the main differences are as follows. First, in the existing works, all users of the game are in a same user set. In this paper, the players are divided into different user sets, which needs a new game model. Second, we consider the hit avoidance in a FHMA network other than the fix frequency access network in the existing work. Finally, we propose a new fragmentbased distributed learning algorithm.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present the system model. In Section III, we define the network hit degree and model the optimization problem. In Section IV, we formulate the non-cooperative game and investigate the properties of the NE point. In Section V, we propose a fragment-based distributed hit avoidance learning algorithm. In Section VI, simulation results and discussion are presented. Finally, we conclude our work in Section VII.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a distributed FHMA network consisting of N users and M frequencies. Each user represents a transmitterreceiver pair. Constrained by the hardware, the user's FH bandwidth is limited, and the user cannot hop across the whole frequency band. Thus, all the M frequencies are assigned into L frequency sets which consist of K different
where f lk is the k-th frequency in the l-th frequency set. Each user needs to select a frequency set and a FH sequence during communication. For convenience, in this context, we refer to a combination of one frequency set and one FH sequence as a FH parameter. In the FHMA network, there also exists a jammer which jams the M frequencies with a random manner. The jammer jams one or more frequencies at one time slot. Define θ lk as the jammed probability for the k-th frequency in the l-th frequency set. In this paper, it is assumed that the number of the users is not greater than that of the frequencies, i.e. N ≤ M . All users in the network work with time slot structure, as shown in Fig. 1 . At the beginning of each time slot, the user senses whether the current frequency is jammed. Assume that there is no sensing error. When no jamming signal is detected, the user starts transmitting at current time slot. Otherwise, the user waits to sense till next slot. Once completing the transmission, the receiver returns the acknowledgement (ACK) signal to the transmitter. ACK = 1 indicates successful transmission while ACK = 0 indicates transmission failure. At the end of the time slot, the user learns according to the acknowledgement result.
For each user, it needs to choose a FH parameter which includes a frequency set and a FH sequence. The FH sequence is employed to specify the frequency on which each sender transmits a message at any given time. Assume that all users start frequency hopping at time slot 0. 1 Denote d t n as the index of the frequency set selected by user n at time slot t. Denote Q n = {q 0 n , q 1 n , . . . , q t n , . . . , q T −1 n } as the FH sequence selected by user n, where T is the period of the FH sequence and q t n is the frequency index in the frequency set chosen by user n in time slot t + iT , q t n ∈ {0, 1, . . . , K − 1], i ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .}. That is, the user n will choose frequency f d t n q t n in time slot t + iT . An illustration of time-frequency graph is given in Fig.2 . It shows the change of the frequency over time. There are four users and six frequencies in the FHMA network. The six frequencies are assigned into two frequency sets. Frequency set 1 consists of f 0 , f 1 , f 2 and frequency set 2 consists of f 3 , f 4 , f 5 . Since the FHMA network is distributed, the users know nothing about the choices of others. So the users randomly select their FH parameters. As shown in Fig.2 , user 1 chooses frequency set 1 while user 2, 3 and 4 choose frequency set 2. Since only one user chooses frequency set 1, user 1 has no frequency hit with others. But user 3 and user 4 simultaneously hop to frequency f 4 at time slot 1, which leads to frequency hit between the two users. So transmission fails in time slot 1. In order to reduce the frequency hits in the FHMA network, each user should choose the FH parameter appropriately.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Once the ACK received by user n is zero, it indicates that user n has frequency hit with at least one other user. Similar to [19] , we define the hit degree between user n and user m as follows:
where δ(·, ·) is the indicator function:
It can be seen that a hit occurs when the two users select the same FH parameter, and the current slot is not be jammed. Specifically, the greater I nm is, the more serious the frequency hit is. If the hit degree between the two users is zero, i.e. I nm = 0, we call that the users' FH parameters are orthogonal to each other. Since there are multiple users in the FHMA network, we define the aggregate hit degree of user n is
For user n, we expect to achieve the minimum user aggregate hit degree. For the FHMA network, it is desirable to achieve the minimum network hit degree.
Definition 1: The network hit degree I w is the sum of all users' aggregate hit degree, that is
If the network hit degree is zero, it means that there does not exist frequency hit between any two users. The frequency hit avoidance problem in the FHMA network is then converted to the following optimization problem:
In the FHMA network, if each user generates the FH sequence independently, the users who select the same frequency set will have a large probability of hit, especially in the dense network. In order to minimize the collision, we construct a FH sequence matrix, in which the rows represent distinct sequences and the columns represent the time slots. When the users select the FH sequences from the matrix, the network hit degree is expected to be minimal.
Theorem 1: There exists an optimal strategy for the FHMA network to make it hit-free.
Proof: Assume that each user has a built-in reference FH sequence generator which generates a reference FH sequence
}, where r t 0 is the reference frequency index in the time slot t, 0 ≤ r t 0 ≤ K − 1, ∀t. For each user, the reference FH sequence is the same. Using the reference FH sequence, a new FH sequence can be generated, which is denoted as
where r t i = rem(r t 0 + i, K ) and rem(.) is the residual function. Based on the reference FH sequence and the generated new FH sequences, the users generate a FH sequences matrix as follows:
In the matrix, any two FH sequences are orthogonal, i.e.
Moreover, it is noted that the frequency indexes of different sequences are different at any given time, i.e. δ(r t i , r t j ) = 0, ∀t, i = j. Since there is no hit between the users who choose different frequency sets, that is δ(l, k) = 0, ∀l, k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , L − 1}, l = k, where l and k represent the frequency set index, there are up to L ·K different FH parameters which have no hit. As the number of users in the FHMA network N ≤ M = L · K , the users can select N different FH parameters such that the FHMA network is hit-free, i.e. I w = 0.
Based on Theorem 1, we expect to get the optimal strategy of the optimization problem P which makes the network hit-free. However, Since the problem is a combinatorial optimization problem, it is difficult to be solved by the general optimization approaches. A user does not know the FH parameters of other users, which further increases the difficulty of solving the optimization problem. In the following, we propose a game-theoretic learning approach for solving the optimization problem P.
IV. FH PARAMETER ASSIGNMENT GAME
According to Theorem 1, if two users select the same frequency set and the same FH sequence from R H , they will have frequency hit in all time slots. Otherwise, they will have no frequency hit in all time slots. That is, the users' selections are irrelevant to time slot. Define d n and q n as the index of the frequency set and the FH sequence selected by user n, respectively. We have
The hit degree between user n and user m can be rewritten as:
where
) represents the average non-jammed probability in one sequence period with d n and q n . Since the selections of FH parameters of the users are interactive, we can use the game theory framework to formulate the optimization problem. Define a FH parameter assignment game model as
where N denotes the user set in the FHMA network, A n denotes the available action set of user n and U n is the utility function of user n. Denote a n ∈ A n as the FH parameter chosen by player n, a n = {d n , q n }. Since the actions of the players are interactive, the utility function is denoted as U n (a n , a −n }, where a −n is the action profile of all the users except player n. For user n, the utility function is defined as follows:
U n (a n , a −n } = −I n .
In the non-cooperative game, each user intends to maximize its individual utility function by choosing the optimal action a * n . Definition 2: If and only if no player can achieve higher utilities by changing their actions unilaterally, can the action profile a * = {a * n , a * −n } be defined as a pure strategy Nash equilibrium (NE). Mathematically,
Accordingly, the FH parameter assignment game can be expressed as:
Theorem 2: The FH parameter assignment game G is an exact potential game which has at least one pure strategy NE point. All the strategy NE points can make the FH network to be hit-free.
Proof: First, we construct a potential function as follows:
When a user changes its action, there are three exclusive cases. In case I, the user holds its frequency set and changes its FH sequence. In case II, the user holds its FH sequence and changes its frequency set. In case III, the user changes its frequency set and FH sequence simultaneously. In the following, we discuss the three cases.
Case I: User n holds its frequency set and changes its FH sequence from q n toq n unilaterally while all other users keep their FH parameters unchanged. Define N l as the user set in which the users choose the l-th frequency set. Assume that n ∈ N l . Since the hit occurs only between the users who choose the same frequency set, the action change of user n will only reflect the user m ∈ N l . Define two user sets:
where N l \n represents the set which delete user n from the user set N l . P l1 represents the user set in which the users have frequency hit with user n only before user n changes its action. P l2 represents the user set in which the users have frequency hit with user n only after user n changes its action. According to the definition of U n (a n , a −n }, the change in the utility function of user n is given as follows:
Since the unilateral action change of user n will only reflect the users in set P l1 and P l2 , the change of the potential function is given by:
where m∈P l2
(l, q m ) represents the sum of the hit degree between the user n and all the users in set P l2 ,
represents the sum of the hit degree between all the users in set P l2 and the user n, m∈P l1
(l, q m ) represents the sum of the hit degree between the user n and all the users in set P l1 , u∈P l1
(l, q u ) represents the sum of the hit degree between all the users in set P l1 and the user n. It can be seen that for user n ∈ N l , l ∈ {0, 1, . . . , L − 1}, we have U n = n . Case II: The user n holds its FH sequence q n and changes its frequency set from d n tod n unilaterally while all other users keep their FH parameters unchanged. Define two VOLUME 5, 2017 user set:
When the user n changes its action unilaterally, the change in its utility function is expressed as:
The change in the potential function is:
In case II, we also have U n = n . Case III: User n changes its frequency set and FH sequence simultaneously while all other users hold their FH parameters. Define a new user set Pd
Similar to case II, the change in the utility function of user n and potential function are respectively given as follows:
In case III, U n = n is still true. Thus, in all the three cases, the change in the utility function caused by any user's unilateral action change is the same with the change in the potential function. According to the definition given in [20] , it is known that the FH parameter assignment game G is an exact potential game. Exact potential games have several promising attributes and the most important two are: i) every exact potential game has at least one pure strategy NE point, and ii) any global or local maximizer of the potential function constitutes a pure strategy. From (11) , it is noted that the potential function (a n , a −n ) is the negative half of the network hit degree. So the optimal solution of the potential function is the optimal solution of the optimization problem P. Hence, the FH parameter assignment game G has at least one pure strategy NE point which is the optimal solution of the optimization problem P. From Theorem 1, it is known that the optimal value of the network hit degree is zero. Then Theorem 2 is derived.
Based on the above analysis, it is known that by reaching the pure strategy NE point the FH network will be hit-free. However, due to the distribution characteristics of the FH network, it is very difficult to get this pure strategy NE point. In the following, we propose a distributed learning algorithm to get this NE point.
V. FRAGMENT-BASED DISTRIBUTED HIT AVOIDANCE ALGORITHM
In general, potential game has good convergence properties. There are many learning algorithms which can converge to pure strategy NE points, such as log-linear learning [21] , spatial adaptive play [22] , the learning by trial and error [23] , and no-regret learning [24] . However, their convergence speed is much slower, especially when the user number is large. Compared with the above algorithms, best response (BR) algorithm converges to a global or local optimum more rapidly [25] . In the BR algorithm, a user chooses its best action to other users by exploring all the options. However, the users need to exchange their information with others in the BR algorithm, which increases the load of the network. In this paper, based on the principle of the BR algorithm, we propose a fragment-based distributed hit avoidance algorithm in which the information exchange is not necessary. The basic flow of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 3 .
Compared with the BR algorithm, the key idea of the FDHA learning algorithm is that multiple users are selected to update their selections simultaneously and the users get other users' information by trial. In the FDHA learning algorithm, the learning procedure can be divided into two stages. The first stage is parallel learning. By randomly selecting a user in each user set, there are L users learning in parallel. The second stage is serial learning. If there are still hits in the users after the first stage of learning, a user will be selected in these users to learn until there is no hit for any user or maximum number of iterations is achieved.
It is noted that only one user in each user set can be selected to update its action at a time. To achieve this, we assume that there is a common control channel (CCC) available and a 802.11 DCF-like contention mechanism can be applied at each user. The procedure of selecting user is like [18] and briefly described as follows. A user who has detected a hit generates a backoff time τ which is subject to the uniform distribution on [τ min , τ max ]. 2 If the backoff time expires and the user hears nothing, the user broadcasts an updating request message (URM) and then updates its FH parameter using the FDHA algorithm. After the updating, it broadcasts an updating over message (UOM) to announce that its updating is complete. Otherwise, If the user hears a URM during the backoff time, it freezes its timer immediately and continues to content after it hears the UOM until it does not detect a hit.
The FDHA learning algorithm is described in Algorithm 1. The stopping criterion can be one of the following: (i) the maximum iteration number is reached, (ii) the variation of the user's hit degree during a period is trivial.
Theorem 3: Algorithm 1 can converge to the NE point of the game such that the FHMA network is hit-free.
Proof: According to Algorithm 1, when a user is selected, its utility is increased (from hit to no hit) or unchanged (always hit or never hit). As the number of iterations increases, the network hit degree is non-incremental. Therefore, the algorithm will reach the NE point within finite iterations, which can make the network hit degree to be zero, that is, the FHMA network is hit-free.
The complexity cost of the proposed algorithm is analyzed as follows. The proposed algorithm includes two stage, the parallel learning stage and the serial learning stage. Denote N a1 and N a2 as the number of convergence iterations of the parallel learning stage and serial learning stage, respectively. In the parallel learning stage, it includes the procedure of user selection, sensing and FH sequence updating. The complexity of user selection can be expressed as O(C 1 ), where C 1 is a constant determined by the contention mechanism.
Algorithm 1 Fragment-Based Distributed Hit Avoidance Learning Algorithm
Step 1: Initialization. Set k = 0. Each user randomly selects a frequency set and a FH sequence.
Step 2: Randomly select a user from whoever have hits in each user set. Other users keep their current FH parameters unchanged.
Step 3: The selected user n in user set N l senses whether there exists jamming in the current time slot. If there exists jamming, it waits to update until the next slot. Otherwise, it updates its FH sequence selection as follow: q n = arg max U n (l, q n , a −n }.
Step 4: If stopping criterion T 1 holds, go to Step 5; otherwise, go to Step 2.
Step 5: Randomly select a user from the users who still have hits. Other users keep the current FH parameters unchanged.
Step 6: The selected user senses whether there exists jamming in the current time slot. If there exists jamming, it waits to update until the next slot. Otherwise, it updates its selection as follow: a n = arg max U n (a n , a −n }. Since the maximum value of U n is zero, the selected user selects a hitfree FH parameter.
Step 7: If stopping criterion T 2 holds, the algorithm ends; otherwise, go to Step 5.
The procedure of sensing has complexity of O(C 2 ), where C 2 is a constant determined by the duration of the sensing period and sensing approaches. The selected user alters its FH sequence until there is no hit or the hit degree is unchanged. In one iteration, the maximum alteration time is K . Thus, the complexity of updating FH sequence is O(K ). In the serial learning stage, it includes the procedure of user selection, sensing and FH parameter updating. When a selected user updates its FH parameter, it needs a maximum time of N − 1 to get the non-hit parameter. Then, the complexity of updating FH parameter is O (N − 1) . The complexity of the user selection and sensing are the same with those in the parallel learning stage. Thus, the total complexity of the proposed algorithm can be expressed as:
Remark 1: According to Theorem 2 and Theorem 3, we know that when the users keep the frequency sets unchanged and only change the FH sequences, the FH parameter assignment game is still an exact potential game. So in the parallel learning stage, if the iteration time is large enough, the FHMA network can converge to a pure strategy NE point. But this NE point does not guarantee that the network hit degree is zero. In the serial learning stage, according to Theorem 2, whether or not it converges to pure strategy NE point in parallel learning, it can converge to a new pure strategy NE point through serial learning and makes the FHMA network hit-free. 
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Firstly, we study the convergence behavior of the proposed algorithm. Suppose that there are 50 users and 50 frequencies. We divide the 50 frequencies into 5 frequency sets. In order to verify the convergence performance of the proposed algorithm, we compare the proposed algorithm with the non-fragment distributed hit avoidance (NFDHA) learning algorithm. In the NFDHA algorithm, the user is sequentially selected to update its strategy from all the available strategies, that is, only one user updates its strategy at any slot time. Fig. 4 shows the evolution of the users' selections with the number of time slots when using the NFDHA algorithm. The vertical axis represents the FH parameter. Since there are 50 frequencies, there are a total 50 non-hit FH parameters. The vertical bars in the figure indicates that the users are updating their FH parameter. It can be seen that all users converge to the pure strategy after about 350 time slots, and each user chooses a unique FH parameter such that there are no hits between all users. Fig. 5 shows the evolution of the users' selections with the number of time slots when using the proposed algorithm. The initial parameter selections in Fig. 5 are the same with those in Fig. 4 . It can be seen that since the users in different frequency sets update their strategies in parallel, the updates of the parameters are very fast at the beginning of the iteration. As the number of time slots increases, the users' updating rate gradually slows down. The proposed algorithm converges to a pure strategy for all users around 150 time slots. Compared with the NFDHA algorithm, the proposed algorithm converges faster. Secondly, we analyze the change of network hit degree with the number of time slots, as shown in Fig. 6 . We compare the performance of the proposed algorithm with the NFDHA algorithm and random selections of the FH parameters. As can be seen from the Fig. 6 , when the number of users is 50, compared with the NFDHA algorithm, after 20 time slots the proposed algorithm quickly reduces the network hit degree. The reason is that the parallel learning in multiple frequency sets greatly accelerates the convergence rate. The smooth part of the curve shows that the learning has achieved the stage convergence. As the analysis of Remark 1, after the parallel learning, the FHMA network converges to a pure strategy NE, where the network hit degree is not less than zero. When the second stage of learning starts, the FHMA network gradually converges to the hit-free pure strategy NE. Compared with the random selections of the FH parameters, the more the number of users is, the more performance gain the proposed algorithm provides.
Finally, we study the average convergence time for the proposed algorithm. Define the average convergence time as the average number of time slots when the FHMA network has no hit. The average convergence time in three scenarios are simulated. i) The scenario in which the number of users is less than that of frequencies and the jammer jams one frequency at each time slot with the arbitrary attack strategy. Fig. 7 shows the average convergence time for different number of users when the number of frequencies M = 50. When the number of users is small, both the proposed algorithm and the NFDHA algorithm can achieve fast convergence. With the increase in the number of users, especially more than 40 users, the average convergence time increases rapidly. Whatever the user number is small or large, the average convergence time of the proposed algorithm is always faster than that of the NFDHA algorithm. ii) The scenario in which the number of users is equal to that of frequencies and the jammer jams one frequency at each time slot with the arbitrary attack strategy. The average convergence time is shown in Fig. 8 . It vcan be seen that as the number of users increases, the average convergence time increases. When the number of users is less than 25, the average convergence time of the two algorithms is almost the same, and when the number of users is more than 25, the average convergence time of the proposed algorithm is faster than that of the NFDHA algorithm. This is because when the number of users and frequencies increase, the number of the FH parameters that the users need to try increases. The proposed algorithm reduces the number of FH parameters tried by parallel learning, bringing the improvement of the convergence performance. iii) The scenario in which the number of users is equal to that of frequencies and the jammer jams multiple frequency at each time slot with the arbitrary attack strategy. Fig. 9 shows the convergence performance at different number of jammed frequencies. It can be seen that the FHMA network can also converge to the pure strategy NE point when jammed. The average convergence time increases as the number of jammed frequencies increases. To summarize, the simulation results show that the proposed algorithm can quickly reduce the network hit degree and eventually converge to the state at which the network hit degree is zero.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the frequency hit avoidance problem in distributed FHMA networks. Each user avoids the frequency hit with other users by selecting the appropriate FH parameter. We formulated the hit avoidance problem as the optimization problem of the network hit degree, and established a non-cooperative game model to solve this optimization problem. We proved that the game is an exact potential game, which shows that the NE point of the game is the optimal solution of the optimization problem. Finally, we proposed a fragment-based distributed hit avoidance learning algorithm, and proved the convergence of the algorithm. The simulation results show the proposed algorithm can converge to the optimal solution faster such that all the users in the network will have no hits with others. 
